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About This Game

Wishlist our new game!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1001520/Space_Rift/

Description

A simple and colorful ball-rolling platformer with elements of puzzle game. Complete all five unique worlds and beat time
records on all 68 levels.

Features:

68 levels spread over 5 themed worlds.

Stars to collect and time records to set.

Ball skins to choose from.

Partial gamepad support.
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Original soundtrack.
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Title: iso-Sphere
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mighty Fox Studio
Publisher:
Mighty Fox Studio
Release Date: 13 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 or 10

Processor: 2.3 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or better

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible video card with at least 256MB of VRAM.

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 60 MB available space

English
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A nice game if you want to spend some useless time on your day, chills you after some heavy day of work (for most people
haha), and worth it for the price. The price is consistent with the number on stages. If you're good with this style of game, you
will end it very fast. But worth it anyway.. This game is charming and has potential, but it's totally flawed in that A) It's pretty
hard to control with just arrow keys, which is the whole point of the game (moving the ball around the course), and B) After you
fall and respawn, all of your momentum is conserved from before you fell. So if you were rolling up, for example, and then fell
off the course, you will respawn still rolling up. I just need it to kill all momentum when I respawn for minimal cancer.

EDIT: It has been brought to my attention that my second point was fixed. You will no longer retain momentum after
respawning from a fall.. Lovely meditative game to play while waiting for something for example. Last patch made the ball a bit
easier to control, but it's still plenty difficult, which is good.. Lovely meditative game to play while waiting for something for
example. Last patch made the ball a bit easier to control, but it's still plenty difficult, which is good.. A nice game if you want to
spend some useless time on your day, chills you after some heavy day of work (for most people haha), and worth it for the price.
The price is consistent with the number on stages. If you're good with this style of game, you will end it very fast. But worth it
anyway.. What the f*** did I just play?
. BOX APPROVES OF THIS GAME! REACHED WORLD 2 IMMEDIATELY WHERE THE REAL CHALLENGE OF
THE SPHERICAL DIMENSION BEGINS! ONE WITH SPHERE, ONE WITH BOX!

EDIT: BOX HAS NOW REACHED WORLD 3! ONE WITH SPHERE, ONE WITH BOX!
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BOX APPROVES OF THIS GAME! REACHED WORLD 2 IMMEDIATELY WHERE THE REAL CHALLENGE OF THE
SPHERICAL DIMENSION BEGINS! ONE WITH SPHERE, ONE WITH BOX!

EDIT: BOX HAS NOW REACHED WORLD 3! ONE WITH SPHERE, ONE WITH BOX!. This game is charming and has
potential, but it's totally flawed in that A) It's pretty hard to control with just arrow keys, which is the whole point of the game
(moving the ball around the course), and B) After you fall and respawn, all of your momentum is conserved from before you
fell. So if you were rolling up, for example, and then fell off the course, you will respawn still rolling up. I just need it to kill all
momentum when I respawn for minimal cancer.

EDIT: It has been brought to my attention that my second point was fixed. You will no longer retain momentum after
respawning from a fall.. This game crashes a lot for me, and I'm not sure why.

Putting that aside, this game although very atmospheric, I do not find it that pleasant.
The controls were very off-putting for me, though I did find Alt Controls in the options which made it better for me.
The obstacles seem extremely difficult. I know it is supposed ot be a challenge, but if feels like its a last decision "make
or break" everywhere I go. Sometimes, I just randomly stop moving, which Im sure is the game trying to turn around,
but its so weird compared to the acceleration the ball starts at. Also for some reason, if you play a level again and don't
get the star\/time bonus, it just takes it away from you if you previously had it.

It's an alright game, but it feels too much like a bad browser flash game. I wouldn't pick this up unless you are looking
for something new, or if it goes on sale.. This game is charming and has potential, but it's totally flawed in that A) It's
pretty hard to control with just arrow keys, which is the whole point of the game (moving the ball around the course),
and B) After you fall and respawn, all of your momentum is conserved from before you fell. So if you were rolling up,
for example, and then fell off the course, you will respawn still rolling up. I just need it to kill all momentum when I
respawn for minimal cancer.

EDIT: It has been brought to my attention that my second point was fixed. You will no longer retain momentum after
respawning from a fall.. BOX APPROVES OF THIS GAME! REACHED WORLD 2 IMMEDIATELY WHERE THE
REAL CHALLENGE OF THE SPHERICAL DIMENSION BEGINS! ONE WITH SPHERE, ONE WITH BOX!

EDIT: BOX HAS NOW REACHED WORLD 3! ONE WITH SPHERE, ONE WITH BOX!
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